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1. Wc assume that all our sets are separable and metrie. 

Definition of quasiorder. A point p of a set M is of quasiorder q in 
M if P is contained in arbitrarily small neighbourhoods U (p) with 
boundaries m (U) consisting ofexactly q components, and if p is not 
contained in m"bitrarily sm all neighbourhoods with boundaries consisting 
of less than q components (q being finite, or No. or N) . lf p is contained 
in arbitrarily smzdl neighbourhoods with boundaries consisting of a finite 
number of componenl s and the quasiorder is not finite in p. we put the 
quasiorder equal to w. 

Therefore q may be 

O. 1. 2. 3 ....• n • ...• w. No. N. (1) 

It is worth noting that the neighbourhoods in consideration need not 
necessarily be open. Any set U::> 0::> p with open 0 is a neighbourhood 

U of p. and :JHU) = U · (M-U). 
Taking this into consideration one sees for instanee that the ration::d 

locally connected curve, as indicated in the figure. is of quasiorder 1 in 
any point of AB. The quasiorder of a set M is the smallest number in (1). 
greater than or equal to the quasiorder of any point of M. 

The quasiorder is obviously a topological invariant. 

I I I I I I I I 
A B 

In the following we only intend to s tudy the connection between local 
connectedness and continuous mappings on one side and quasiorder on 
the other side. and more especially for continua . The following observations 
are. moreover. just as true for generalised continua (microcompact 
connected sets) as for continua . Finally, in 4., the sets of quasiorder ~ No 
wiII be classed more precisely and we shalI find new continuous invariants 
for continua. 
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Local connectedness may be expressed as a boundary-property in the 
following way: 

2. Theorem I. A continuum M is locally connected if and only if the 
quasiorder of M is :s; w. . 

Proof. Be the quasiorder of M :S; w. Then a point p of M has an 
arbitrarily small neighbourhood U with a boundary ffi (U) consisting of a 

finite number - say n - of components. IE we can prove that U has a 
finite number of components we shall have shown the local connectedness 

of M in p. sin ce the component of U containing p is. in th is case. a 

connected neighbourhood of p. - Now. any component C of U intersects 

ffi (U); fort jf not. any point r € m (U) and C may be separated in U: 

(AI' A 2 disjoint. closed) 

The compact set ffi(U) is covered by a finite number of sets Al . From this 
it follows that the intersection 

of the corresponding sets A 2 is open and closed in Mand contains C. in 
contradiction to the connectedness of M. 

Conversely. be M a locally connected continuum. U (p) a neighbourhood 
of p € Mand V (p) a region with 

P € V(p) C U(P). 

The compact boundary m (V) is covered by a finite number of regions 
Ri (i = 1.2 ..... sj. We may suppose 

Ri·p=O. Ri C U(p). 
s 

Be D as subset of ~ Ri with 
1=1 

_ s s _ 

D= Z Ri-D= Z Ri. 
i=1 i=l 

The set 
s 

U'=(V(p)+ Z RI)-D 
i=1 

is a neighbourhood of p. contained in U (p) and has a boundary 
s _ 

m (U') = Z Ri 
i=1 

such that m (U') has a finite number of components. q.e.d . 

3. The quasiorder therefore makes it possible to give a topologically 
invariant classification of the continua. where the important class of locally 
conneded continua appears - according to theorem I - as one definite 
class. On the one side the locally connected continua are classed yet further 
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according to their quasiorder I, 2, ... , n, ... , w; on the other hand the 
not-locally-connected continua are divided into two grou ps, corresponding 

with the quasiorders No and N respectively. We can easily show by way 
of examples that there must exist continua of every quasiordu (qllasiorder 
o excepted), while conversely also any continllum (more generally: any 
compact set whatever) has apparently exactly one quasiorder. Since every 
locally connected continuum may be mapped continuously only on any 
locally connected continuum, the not ion "being of quasioràer :S= w " is a 
continuous invariant. We shall prove that the propcr ty "being of quas iorder 
~ No " is also a continuous invariant. It is, howcvcr, not true - as may 
be shown by way of examples a nd as follo ws frOIll 4. - th a t any set of 
quasiorder No may be mapped continuously on a ny other se t of order No. 

Theorem 11. Thc natians "bcing a calltinuum af qllasiordcr :< w" and 
.. being a cantinuum af quasiardcr :;:; No "are continllaus irwariiJnts 1). 

Proof. First we contend 

a) In a continuum M any point of quasiorder ~ No has arbitrarily small 
neighbourhoods which are the sum of él callntélblc numbcr of componcnts 
(the reverse is not true) . For, if U(p) is a neighbourhood of p in M with 
~HU) consisting of a countable number of components, a ny component of 

U (p) intersects m (U); otherwise onc might conclude (Iikc in the beginning 

of the proof of Theorem I) that tvI is not connected. Thcrcfore U (p) is 
the required neighbourhood. 

b) In a continuum M of quasiord er S No thc Cjuasiordcr of a n)' compac t 
subset D c M in M is :s; No (the definition of the quasiorder of D in respect 
to Mis obvious). Indeed ; the compact boundary :Jt(V) of al1 arbitrarily small 
open neighbourhood V = V (D) of D in [,1 is covered by a fini te nUll1ber 
of sds Ri (i = I , 2, ... , s), each Ri being an arbitrarily small compact 
neighbourhood of a point of m (V) and the S l!lTI of a countnb lc number of 
components, which is possible according to iJ). 

s 
S = 2 Ri is therefore a compact se t consisting of countably rnany 

i == I 
components: 

and we may assume S . V = O. 
Take in every component C j which consists of more points than one 

(a non degenerate component) a subset D j with D j = Cj-D j = C j . 

1) It is trivial that OO bcing of quasiordcr ~ ~~ .. is a continuous invariant. Thc notion 
"being a continuum of quasiorder ~ n"' is not a continuous invariant . - Thc theorcm is 
not true for compact sets instead of continu8; e.g. it is possible to map the discontinuum 
of Cantor - a set of quasiorder 0 - continuously on a ny compact se t whatever, and so 
also on a compact set of quasiorder N. 

57 
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The set 

V' = (V + S) - ~ Dj 
j 

is a neighbourhood of V; its boundary gt(V') is a (proper or improper) 
subset of S and contains all nondegenerate components C j and an unknown 
number of degenerate components. Therefore gt (V') is the sum of 
countably many components. q .e.d. 

If M has a quasiorder ;;;; No and M' = f(M) is a continuous mapping. 
we must prove that the quasiorder of M' is ;;;; No. For an open neigh~ 
bourhood U' = U' (p') of p' in M' one may determine an open neigh~ 
bourhood U = U(D) in M of the compact set D = f-1(p) with 

((U) cU'. 

According to b). there is a neig hbourhood 0 = 0 (D) c U of D in M 
with gt(O) being the sum of countably many components. Since D = (-l(p). 
f is continuous and M compact. one may find a compact neighbourhood 
N = N (p) - chosen sufficiently small - such that 

{ - I (N) c O. 
In particular R = {-I (ffi (N)) c O. 

Rand D are disjoint compact subsets of M. Therefore th ere is a compact 
neighbourhood 0' = O'(D) ca 2) not intersecting R. such that gt(O') 
is the sum of a countable number of components (again according to b)). 

Therefore 

Rea-a' c a-a' 

while gt (0 - 0') consists of a countable number of components. But then 

0-0' also has a countable nllmber of components. since M is a continuum 
(proof analogous to that of a) ) . 

The set 

V" = N + {(a-a') 

is a neighbourhood of p in M' contained in U'. {(a-a') is a compact 
set which is the sum of a countable nu mb er of components. and which 
does not contain p': 

p ct. ((a-a') . ~Ck. 
k 

Take in every nondegenerate Ci a subset D'j with 

Then 
Dj = Cj-Dj = Cj. 

V"' = V" - ~ Dj 
j 

is the required neighbourhood of p' contained in U' while its boundary 
gt (V"') is the sum of a cOllntable number of components. 

~) We may even assume O' C Ö - 9X (0) . 
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4. Just Iike the c1assification according to the order of a point, known 

in the theory of curves, may be further refined - for sets of order :;:; No -
according to "genus" and "typus" (conf. K. MENGER, Kurventheorie, 
p. 293), likewise one may give a further c1assification of the sets quasiorder 
:;:; No according to "quasigenus" and "quasitypus". While these classific
ations naturally give topological invariants, the classification according to 
qllasigenus has , moreover, the advantage - for continua - that it gives 
continuous invariants (and not cOllntably many at that), contrary to the 
class, according to "genus", which does not give continuous invariants 
(which follows immediately from the bct that a segment may be mapped 
continuouslyon a square). 

Definition of quasigenus. The derived sets of a compact countable 
set A may be well -ordercd: 

Here Cl is an ordinal number of the fir s t or sccond class, A " the intersection 
of all sets AI' with )' < (I , if f3 is a limit-number; and A p the derived set 

of A /3-1 if f3 has a predecessor f3 - 1. 
M is of quasi genus :;:; 1I (u being an ordinal number of the first or second 

class), if any point p of M is conta incd in arbitrarily small neighbourhoods 
with boundaries m such that for th c component-space :1) A = C (ffi) of 
m, Aa = O. The smalles t nllmber ft for which th is is true is the quasigenus 
of M 4). 

A set of quasiorder ~ w for insta nce is of quasigenus 0 or 1 (0 in case 
the set is O-dimensional) . According to Thcorem I the locally connected 
continua are identic;:d with the continua of quasigenlls 1. - One may 
construct continua of any quasigenlls u. To this end one takes a compact 
countable set A with A o = 0, A r:; ~ 0, f3 < Cl on the segment 0 :5 x :;:; I, 
g = O. Each point of A is connccted by a stra ight line with thc point (0,1). 
The so-formed continuum is apparently of quasigenlls (I. 

Now we may generalize Theorem 11 in the following way: 

Theorem 111. The property "beillg a cantinuum af quasigenus :;:; Cl" is 
a cantinuaus in(!ariant , where (! is an arbitrary ardinal l1umber af the first 
ar secand class . 

Proof. We shall not give an extensive proaL because it is running 
along the same lines as the prcviolls proo[; that is, if one only takes into 

3) We assume the existencc of boundarics ~H which are the sum of a countable number 
of components: \H = 2,' C. By identifying the components C to one point, the component

space A = C (:H) comes into being; since M is compact, A is a countable compact spa ce, 

being the uppcr semi-continuous decomposition-space of :JL 

4) It is easy to prove , that for a ny compact set M of quasiorder :s No. the quasi

genus in one definite number d. 
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account that the following is true: The simple fact used in the previous 
proof. that a space which is the sum of a countable number of components 
keeps this property wh en it is mapped continuously. must now be altered 
to: IE ~ is a compact space with a countable component-spa ce A = C (~). 
for which A a = O. then for any continuous mappong ~' = f( ~). with 
A' = COn'): 

A~=O. 

This is. however. true. For. the continuous mapping ~' = f(~) induces 
a continuous mapping of the component-space A on the component-space 
A'. Both are compact countable spaces. For these are all continuous 
invariants known (see Proc. Ned. Akad. v. Wetensch .. Amsterdam. 48 
( 1945). p. 246. Theorem V); especially A a = 0 leads to A' a = O. 

Amsterdam. 1948. 


